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Introduction
Welcome to the Winter Edition of our InStep magazine,
looking at all things topical in FE and academies.

I

n our last issue we commented on the key
provisions of the Technical and Further Education
Act 2017. This includes the introduction of a new
insolvency regime for further education and sixth
form colleges which is likely to come into force
for the start of the academic year 2018/19. In this
issue we look in more detail at what this could mean
for governors, as the Act paves the way for them to
face personal liability.
Sexual harassment is an area which has attracted a
number of headlines over recent months, both within
and outside the sector. Dealing with allegations of sexual
harassment can present significant challenges and in this
issue we provide some guidance for institutions on this
sensitive issue.
The date of the UK’s exit from the EU is coming ever
nearer. The potential ramifications of Brexit for the
education are immense and, in many cases, the position
is not a great deal clearer than it was in the immediate
aftermath of the vote which took place on 23 June 2016.
One of the key areas for institutions is the impact of Brexit
on its current EEA staff and the ability to attract and recruit
EEA nationals in the future. Experts from our Education
Immigration team provide an update on the current
position in relation to citizens’ rights.

Over the last few months we’ve received a number of
queries on the subject of DBS checks, including around
when there is a requirement for academies or colleges to
carry out DBS checks on governors and whether previous
checks are still valid on academy conversions. We therefore
thought it timely to remind you of the general principles
concerning when academies and colleges should complete
DBS checks on governors and to set out the answers to a
number of the questions that have been raised.
Finally, I mentioned in our Spring edition that Eversheds
had combined with the US law firm, Sutherland Asbill
& Brennan (with six offices across the US) to create
Eversheds Sutherland. I am delighted that in this issue
there is an interview with my colleague Rocco Testani,
Head of the Firm’s US education practice, on some of the
key issues affecting education in the States.
I hope you find the magazine interesting and useful. As
always, we value your comments and suggestions for
topics to be covered in future issues.

Diane
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An interview
with…
Rocco Testani, Head of Eversheds
Sutherland’s US Education Practice
Rocco, you lead the US Education sector team
within Eversheds Sutherland. Can you tell us a bit
about the team and how important the education
sector is in the States?
Our education practice grew out of the firm’s decadeslong representation of the Fulton County, Georgia public
school system. The first leader of the practice was Elbert
Tuttle, who was later appointed by President Eisenhower
to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Judge Tuttle went
on to become a leader on that court in enforcing the
integration of public schools throughout the South. The
federal appellate courthouse in Atlanta is named after
Judge Tuttle.
For many years, the education practice primarily involved
serving as outside general counsel to Atlanta-area public
school systems. As such, the firm handled a variety of
employment, real estate, bond financings, and litigation
matters. In the late 1980s and 1990s, the practice became
national in scope as the firm was hired to represent school
systems and several States in school desegregation cases.
This included work for the States of Missouri, California,
New York, and Michigan, and school districts throughout
the South and many other parts of the U.S. In connection
with these matters, we handled several high-profile
and lengthy trials, and worked with the leading national
experts in the field of economics, statistics, geography,
public finance and education.
In more recent years, our focus has been on representing
States and executive officials in lawsuits challenging the
adequacy and equity of school funding systems. These
are complex and expert-intensive cases based on State
constitutional law and can take years to litigate. These
cases are extremely important to our clients because
education funding is almost always the largest component
of any State’s budget. An adverse decision in one of these
cases can lead to years of litigation and court-imposed
tax increases. We have represented the States of Florida,
Georgia, New York, Minnesota, Missouri, and North
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Dakota in such matters, and have served as a consultant
to many other states on school funding issues.
Besides myself, Stacey Mohr and Lee Peifer are the
primary lawyers who work in the practice, with support
from a number of associates.

What are the key issues facing the education
sector in the US at the moment and how do you
see these developing over the next 4-5 years?
At both the K-12 level and at the higher education level,
disputes about funding and adequacy of budgets will
continue to be front and center. K-12 level is a term
that refers to all primary and secondary education, from
Kindergarten prior to the first year (or 1st grade) of formal
schooling, through secondary graduation (12th Grade),
roughly from ages 6-18 years old.
There are many reasons why funding will continue to be
crucial, including the ever-increasing costs of employee
benefits, pensions, and the greater emphasis on student
performance and other outcomes. In addition, State
budgets continue to be burdened with increasing costs
for healthcare which make it more difficult for policy
makers to dedicate additional funding for schools.
Aside from funding issues, we think technology and
alternative methods of delivering academic content, such
as virtual schools and on-line education, will continue to
disrupt the education sector, just as it has done for other
industries.

What impact do you think the Trump
administration will have on your education
clients?
In general, we expect to see greater emphasis on school
choice and competition in the K-12 sector and a stepback on regulation of higher education, including of forprofit colleges and other school programs.
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The issue of sexual harassment is very topical
at the moment. Is this a big issue in the US
education sector as well?
As we have seen in recent reporting, sexual harassment
regrettably exists in many sectors and the education
sector is no exception. In the US college and university
context, there are employment law and student aspects to
the issue, as there are in the UK.

Some of our readers may have heard of Title
IX. What is this and how is it relevant to sexual
harassment?
Title IX is a 1970s-era federal law that prohibits gender
discrimination in public education. For many years, the
law was best known for promoting equality in athletic
offerings for men and women in high school and college.
More recently, Title IX has been applied to cases of sexual
assault and abuse on college and university campuses.
The Obama administration made the issue a priority after
several high profile cases, requiring schools to institute
procedures to promptly address claims of sexual assault
and abuse, including disciplining or expelling students
accused of such conduct. The Trump administration
is in the process of reviewing the rules and guidance
concerning these matters, with particular focus on due
process considerations.

rights. An important issue that has arisen recently is what
obligation colleges and universities have to accommodate
controversial or highly provocative speakers when such
presentations may result in protests or other disruptions.
For example, can the institution prohibit student groups
from bringing such speakers to campus or require that
they pay for security costs, which could effectively prevent
groups from hosting any speech that might offend others?
In general, if a public (i.e., state-sponsored) college or
university allows groups to host speakers, they cannot
make decisions on the basis of the content of the speech,
and there would be some obligation on the part of the
institution to protect the invited speaker and to allow his
or her viewpoint, even if it resulted in added security costs.
However, this continues to be a difficult and contentious
issue on college and university campuses.

Tell our readers one thing about American
education which might surprise them.

Freedom of speech is another difficult area in
academia – is it an important issue in the States
as well?

American K-12 education is highly de-centralized. The
vast majority of funding comes from States and local
boards of education, which are generally elected. The
federal government only contributes about 10% of the
total funding for K-12 education. States adopt their own
academic standards and local schools and school districts
decide upon the curriculum and a broad set of school
offerings. One of the key issues we have addressed in our
education litigation practice is the relationship between
school spending and student performance. In general, we
have found that how money is spent is far more important
than how much is spent.

Yes, the First Amendment applies to public education
institutions and prohibits interference with free speech

Rocco Testani, thank you very much.
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Governors
Risk Personal
Liability Under
New Regime
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T

he Technical and Further Education Act
2017 (“the Act”) became law on 27 April
2017, although most of the provisions
have not yet come into force. In the last
issue of InStep we summarised the key
provisions contained within the Act, including
the introduction of the new insolvency regime
for further education and sixth form colleges.
This is likely to come into force for the start of the
academic year 2018/19.
In this article we look in more detail at what this is likely
to mean for governors, as the Act paves the way for them
to face personal liability. Governors could be required
to make contributions to the college’s assets from their
own pockets, and even face disqualification as a company
director, if they do not protect creditors’ interests when
their college runs into financial difficulty.
The Government says the proposals provide necessary
protection to banks that lend to colleges, thereby securing
the continued availability of credit to the sector. However,
there could be unintended consequences for governor
retention and recruitment and students’ education.

The Position Today
Today, governors (and indeed senior managers) in the
further education sector are perhaps uniquely placed to
enjoy protection from personal liability if their college
faces financial difficulty. Provided governors do not act
in breach of their duties, governors run a very low risk of
being held personally liable for their college’s losses or
debts. It is thought that no claim has been brought against
a governor for debts owed by an insolvent college, or
wrongful trading or negligence, since further education
corporations were incorporated in 1992.
Governors also benefit from the protection in section 145
of the Learning and Skills Act 2000. This allows courts
to grant relief to governors from personal liability in civil
proceedings, if the court considers the governor acted
honestly and reasonably.

At present, governors cannot be held personally liable
for wrongful trading or fraudulent trading under the
Insolvency Act 1986.
However, as new provisions under the Technical and
Further Education Act 2017 are introduced, this will
radically change.

A Brave New World: The Technical and Further
Education Act 2017
The Technical and Further Education Act 2017 will create
new risks for governors whose colleges are in difficulty
as follows:
– Disqualification As A Company Director Or Charity
Trustee
The Act will apply the Company Directors
Disqualification Act 1986 to further education bodies
as it does to companies. Governors could face
disqualification as a company director or charity
trustee if found to have carried out wrongful trading or
fraudulent trading. This is not a risk to governors now.
– Wrongful Trading and Fraudulent Trading
The Government says it intends to use regulations,
which it will publish under the Act, to make college
governors personally liable for fraudulent trading and
wrongful trading.
Wrongful trading is committed by a governor who
knew, or should have concluded, that there was no
reasonable prospect that the college would avoid
insolvency, and did not take “every step” he ought to
have taken, “with a view to minimising the potential
loss to the college’s creditors”.
In addition the Government proposes that Chief
Finance Officers and others ‘acting as if they were a
governor’ (eg the Principal) could also be liable.
Fraudulent trading is committed where the college is
carried on with the intention of defrauding creditors
or for any fraudulent purpose. If applied to Colleges
without amendment, the provisions would mean any
person knowingly party to fraudulent trading, including
a governor, could be held liable.
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Risks to Governors
The Government’s proposals will, for the first time, mean
governors could face legal claims for wrongful trading
or fraudulent trading. If the claims are upheld, governors
could have to contribute to the college’s assets out of
their own pockets. Governors could also be disqualified
from their director or trustee role in other companies
or charities.
These are significant extensions to the risks governors
face today.

Unintended Consequences?
Being a governor is a voluntary, not a paid position. It
might be argued that the risks should be commensurate
with the reward.
The proposals are not yet in force, but some governors
are already sounding the alarm at the increased risks
posed to them. Respondents to the Government’s original
consultation exercise worried there could be “difficulties
recruiting and retaining governors, particularly with
professional expertise, if the perceived risks … were felt to
have increased.”
When enacted, these proposals could prompt governors’
resignations from boards of colleges with weak financial
positions. They could also disincentivise potential new
governors from joining college boards. Staff governors are
subject to the new regime along with all governors.
Students could also stand to suffer. When a college is
in difficulty, governors could find themselves personally
liable if they take steps to protect students’ education at
the expense of the college’s creditors. Governors could
be inclined to protect the lenders’ interests at all costs,
even where this threatens students’ education.
Student governors will not escape the new regime.
They could find themselves emerging from their college
education facing disqualification as a director and
governor together with financial penalties and bankruptcy
- that would indeed be an unintended consequence.
The latest development is that the Government
commenced a further consultation exercise on 18
December 2017. This consultation runs until 12 February
2018 and seeks views on the technical detail of the
insolvency regime. The consultation states that secondary
legislation is not required to implement the provisions
in the Act concerning the disqualification of college
governors, but that guidance for governors on their duties
and liabilities on insolvency law will be provided ahead of
the insolvency regime coming into force. Therefore the
consultation asks what particular aspects or issues it would
be useful for this guidance to cover. The Government has
stated the results of the consultation and its response will
be published in Spring 2018.
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Dealing with allegations
of sexual harassment

T

he issue of sexual harassment and
misconduct continues to be high
profile with widespread local, national
and international coverage across
multiple sectors and jurisdictions. This
has included discussion of the issue in the UK
education sector.
In the student context, in September 2016, the Women
and Equalities Committee published its report “Sexual
harassment and sexual violence in schools” which made
a number of recommendations including legislation to
ensure that every school takes appropriate action to
prevent and respond to sexual harassment and violence
with support from Government, including clear national
guidance. In November 2016 the Government stated that
it would review existing guidance from the Department
for Education, including “Keeping children safe in
education”.
In October 2017, at an evidence session with the
Women and Equalities Committee, Nick Gibb, Minister
for Equalities and Schools stated that the Government
would commence consultation on the Guidance and
would issue interim advice about peer-on-peer abuse.
On 14 December 2017 the Department for Education
then issued advice for schools and colleges on how to
prevent and respond to reports of sexual violence and
harassment between children. At the same time the DfE
commenced a consultation on proposed changes to the
keeping children safe in education statutory guidance to
take effect in September 2018.

Individual institutions will each have their own policies and
procedures on sexual harassment which will need to be
communicated to staff and students. These policies and
procedures should address how allegations of harassment
will be managed. Institutions will also owe a duty of care
and other legal duties to both the complainant and the
individual against who the allegations are made. It is
therefore important that both parties are treated fairly
from the outset and issues in relation to both handled
carefully. Institutions will also need to consider putting
appropriate supportive measures in place for both parties.
In this article, we will consider the terms of such policies
and procedures and some of the key legal and practical
issues that institutions should consider when faced with
a complaint of sexual harassment. However, whilst it is
essential that institutions have appropriate policies and
procedures, they will only be effective in addressing issues
of sexual harassment if they operate in an environment
where staff and students feel able to raise concerns and
where there is an institutional willingness to act on any
issues identified. How to establish and maintain such an
environment remains an important issue and one that
continues to be the subject of much discussion and
debate.
Important considerations arise for colleges and academies
where the alleged victim of sexual harassment is a student
including, in particular, students under the age of 18.
We consider in this article the potential engagement
of safeguarding procedures and the application of the
Department for Education’s statutory guidance ‘Keeping
children safe in education’.

The term “harassment” has a specific definition in
the Equality Act 2010. It includes “unwanted conduct
of a sexual nature” which “has the purpose or effect
of violating [the individual’s] dignity, or creating an
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment” for that individual. This could capture a
range of different types of conduct, including less overt
forms of harassment, such as banter, comments and
jokes. (We will use the term sexual harassment for the
remainder of this article to encompass all allegations
made of behaviour which could be regarded as acts of
misconduct related to sex or of a sexual nature, including
assault).
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Policies and procedures
Consideration will need to be given at an early stage
as to which of the institution’s policies and procedures
will be engaged. Institutions should review the policies
and procedures they have in place to ensure that they
are adequate and fit for purpose (including that they
are appropriate for dealing with allegations of a sexual/
sensitive nature) – and also how staff and student
processes align. This is because allegations of sexual
harassment could be made by one student against
another, a student against a member of staff, a member of
staff against another member of staff or by a member of
staff against a student.
Complaints may be brought under a specific bullying
and harassment or dignity at work and study policy (if
the institution has one) or under the institution’s staff
grievance or student complaints procedure (although
complaints procedures are not always drafted in terms
which anticipate the handling of a complaint of this
nature). An institution’s safeguarding procedure may
also be relevant, particularly where the allegations relate
to or affect students. Students and staff should also be
given a safe place to disclose allegations to staff who can
offer immediate practical assistance and signposting to
medical and other support. The institution will also need
to consider whether the allegations are investigated under
the complaints procedures, the safeguarding procedures
or under the staff disciplinary procedure (where the
allegation is against a member of staff) or under the
student code of discipline or fitness to practice procedure
(where the allegation is against a student).
Although there will be a different set of procedures
applying to staff and to students there are some common
themes which institutions need to bear in mind, as
follows:
–– Institutions should have clear and effective
safeguarding procedures which set out how allegations
relating to the welfare of children will be managed.
This should include the steps which the institution
will take upon receipt of such allegations, including
the process for making disclosures to the LADO (and
police) and the safeguards and support which will be
implemented to promote the welfare of children.
–– There should be a code of conduct which clearly sets
out the standards of behaviour required from both
members of staff and from students. Whilst such
documents cannot cover all eventualities they should
set out examples of unacceptable behaviour and an
indication of potential sanctions.
–– It is important that both staff and students know that
behaviour can be unacceptable even where it takes
place outside normal working/studying time and off
site (online harassment is an ever increasing area of
concern). Account will need to be taken of any staff/
student relationship policies and issues of breach of
trust where the student is under 18.
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–– It is important to make clear that allegations of sexual
harassment will be taken seriously.
–– Policies and procedures should be well publicised,
communicated to staff and students at the outset of
their relationship with the institution and reviewed
on a regular basis, with student union involvement.
There should be a communication exercise when the
policies and procedures are updated and, in any event,
a regular reminder of their importance.
–– There should be clear guidance as to what the
member of staff or student should do if they believe
that they have been subjected to inappropriate
behaviour, who they should approach and where they
can find more information and support. It is important
that anyone who is identified as a contact in such a
situation has received appropriate training.
–– There should be a point of contact for both the
complainant and the person who the complaint is
made against. These points of contact need to be
different members of staff.
–– Institutions should consider whether they merely
have an overarching policy dealing with bullying and
harassment issues or a specific policy that deals with
sexual harassment allegations.
–– It is crucial that there is appropriate commitment
from the senior leadership team within the institution
and the governing body will have a crucial role to
play in overseeing the adequacy of policies and their
appropriate implementation.
–– Whilst internal procedures will often provide for
informal resolution as an option (and indeed may be
encouraged in certain circumstances) this may of
course be completely inappropriate where allegations
are made of sexual harassment (particularly serious
allegations). If there is a role for informal resolution,
however, following any allegations of sexual
harassment, then this process should be facilitated
by the institution rather than merely allowing the two
parties to try and resolve matters on their own.

Management of allegations relating to under 18s
Additional important considerations arise where the victim
of the alleged harassment is a child (i.e. a person, perhaps
a student, under the age of 18). Colleges and academies
have statutory obligations, such as under the Education
Act 2002, to ensure their functions are exercised with
a view to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of
children, and the Department for Education has set out in
its statutory guidance ‘keeping children safe in education’
the steps which colleges and academies must take where
it is alleged that a member of staff or a volunteer has
behaved in a way that has harmed or posed a risk of harm
to a child or has possibly committed a criminal offence.
Those steps include making an appropriate and immediate
referral to the LADO and the management of the matter in
accordance with part four of the guidance.
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Institutions should also be mindful that there are a
number of criminal offences potentially relevant in this
context. For example, under the Sexual Offences Act
2003 it is a criminal offence for a person aged over 18 to
engage in prescribed sexual activity with someone under
the age of 18 where a position of trust exists (including a
teacher-pupil educational relationship).

Reports to the police
There will be occasions where an allegation amounts to
the potential commission of a criminal offence and is
reported to the police (as well as being raised with the
institution). In those circumstances, the institution must, at
the outset, liaise with the police to identify whether they
have any objections to the institution undertaking its own
investigation into the matter complaint whilst any criminal
investigation or proceedings are ongoing (which may
the case where, for example, the police consider that an
internal investigation has a substantial risk of prejudicing
their investigation). The institution will then need to
decide what to do (which may include staying internal
proceedings whilst the criminal investigation proceeds)
and keep this decision under review as circumstances
may change.
It is important that the institution is not seen to discourage
an individual from raising allegations with the police, if
they wish to do so. However, it is up to the individual
whether they wish to complain to the police. Institutions
will need to consider the position very carefully if the
individual does not wish to report the matter to the police
but the institution believes that this should be done,
and it will need to be clear on why it thinks a report is
necessary and disclosure to the police is lawful without
the individual’s consent. Any institution considering
reporting matters to the police without the consent of the
complainant should first take legal advice.
Where an individual is uncertain about whether they wish
to report the matter to the police the institution may wish
(in addition to the support it needs to provide) to consider
referring the individual elsewhere for appropriate advice.
Other sources of support may include local rape crisis
centres and trade unions.

Suspension
Whether the matter is being investigated from the outset
by the police or by the institution (or both) the issue of
precautionary suspension of the member of staff/student
against whom the allegations have been made is likely to
be a relevant consideration.
In looking at this question the institution will need
to consider and apply its own relevant procedures,
whether in relation students or members of staff. These
procedures are likely to set out the level of seniority at
which a decision to suspend needs to be taken and the
basis on which a decision may be taken. Further, whilst

suspension should be presented as a neutral act, recent
employment case law makes it clear that a decision
to suspend can have legal consequences (including
constituting a potential breach of the implied term of
trust and confidence in an employment relationship).
Any decision to suspend must therefore only be taken
after a careful consideration of the circumstances of
each individual case and must not be imposed as an
automatic ‘knee-jerk’ response to any allegation of serious
misconduct.
Similarly, if the allegations are made against a student,
the institution will have to carefully consider whether
this is appropriate in all the circumstances, including the
potential impact of the suspension on the student. For
example, if a student is suspended from their studies
then this may well affect their ability to successfully
complete their course within the normal or permitted
time, especially if there is potentially a lengthy
suspension due to an ongoing police investigation. The
institution will need to rely on a power to suspend,
lawfully implemented, and consider mitigating any
negative implications for the student. Concerns of
unlawful eviction can arise in suspending a student from
accommodation.
Before making any decision, the institution will need
to consider whether alternatives to suspension may be
more appropriate and whether there is power under the
relevant procedures to impose such restrictions. This
may include imposing restrictions upon the ability of the
member of staff/student to come into contact with the
complainant.
It is important that any period of suspension is kept
under regular review. It may also be necessary to allow
individuals to appeal against the decision, if this is
provided for in the relevant procedure.

Investigation of the complaint
Where the institution intends to carry out an investigation
of a complaint under its procedures (and subject to
liaising with the police in advance where there is also a
separate criminal complaint), it will first need to carefully
consider who should carry out this investigation and
under what process. It is crucial that the investigator has
the necessary skills to investigate allegations of sexual
harassment and has been appropriately trained in this
area. Institutions may, in appropriate circumstances, wish
to consider the appointment of an external investigator.
Investigations should be thorough and involve the
collation and consideration of all relevant evidence. This
will typically involve reviewing relevant documents and
interviewing appropriate witnesses. Where a matter has
also been the subject of a prior police or other external
(e.g. trade union) investigation, the institution should not
rely solely on the findings of that investigation but should
undertake its own reasonable enquiries and reach its own
findings of fact.
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Care must be taken to ensure that confidentiality is
maintained in the course of any investigation and that
the rights of data subjects are observed. For example,
any witnesses who give evidence should be clear about
how any of their personal data shared in the course of
the investigation is to be used. Careful consideration
must also be given to the creation and disclosure of
any documents, particularly those containing sensitive
personal data.

Taking appropriate action
Where an internal investigation leads to a disciplinary
process the institution will need to continue to provide
support to both parties. It must also ensure that, in
accordance with natural justice and fairness, the individual
who has been complained about understands in detail the
nature of the allegation(s) and has a full opportunity to
respond to the allegation before a decision is taken.
The institution will then need to make a decision as to
whether the alleged misconduct took place and, if so, the
appropriate steps to take as a result. This could include, in
the case of a member of staff, dismissal and, in the case
of a student, expulsion from the institution (termination
of the student contract). Again a right of appeal should
be provided and, if the complaint has been made by a
student, institutions must remember to give an outcome
to the student complainant.
If the outcome is not the termination of a staff/student
relationship then the institution will also need to consider
any future interactions between the two parties and how
matters should be dealt with moving forwards.
In deciding whether to uphold a complaint and, if so,
whether to take action against an individual accused, the
institution will often be faced with conflicting views as to
whether the alleged conduct occurred at all or as alleged
and the context in which any such activity took place.
Where there is dispute between the two parties then there
may or may not be any other witnesses (although that
needs to be considered). However, there may be other
evidence such as emails, phone records or CCTV footage.
In this context it is also important to consider how the
disciplinary charges have been formulated.
In determining whether any allegations should be
upheld, the legal test for the institution is whether it is
reasonable for the institution to believe, on the balance
of probabilities, that the alleged conduct occurred. In
the employment context, this is known as the “Burchell”
test and requires the employer to demonstrate: 1) that it
had a genuine belief in the employee’s guilt; 2) that it had
reasonable grounds for that belief; and 3) that at the time
it held that belief, the employer had carried out as much
investigation as was reasonable in the circumstances.
If the institution concludes that there was misconduct
then it must go on to consider what, if any, appropriate
sanction should be applied.
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Finally, where there has been a separate police complaint
and subsequent criminal proceedings, it is important to
note that the mere fact of an acquittal at criminal trial
does not necessarily mean that it would be inappropriate
for the institution to impose a sanction on the member of
staff/student who has been acquitted, following its own
investigations. This is because, in making its decision on
appropriate actions under its internal procedures, the
institution will be taking its own actions in accordance
with its own processes and is not, in so doing, subject to
the higher legal burden of proof that applies in criminal
proceedings. Conversely, it does not automatically follow
that an individual may be subject to internal action or
sanctions solely on the grounds that they have been
convicted of a criminal offence. In these circumstances,
the institution will still need to conduct an appropriate
investigation, in accordance with its own procedures,
before deciding on an appropriate outcome.
The above is an outline only of the key considerations
for institutions faced with these difficult issues. For
more information or support please contact:
Diane Gilhooley
Partner, Head of Eversheds Sutherland’s UK
and International Education Practice
T: +44 161 831 8151
dianegilhooley@eversheds-sutherland.com

Robert Gray
Legal Director
T: +44 161 831 8275
robertgray@eversheds-sutherland.com

Siân Jones-Davies
Senior Associate
T: +44 161 831 8260
sianjones-davies@eversheds-sutherland.com
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Brexit and Immigration
Some clarity at last on citizens’ rights

A

famous nineteenth century American
author once quipped that many people
complain about the weather but noone ever seems to do anything about it.
Those working in the education sector
could be forgiven for feeling the same way about
the Brexit negotiations. It has appeared clear for
some time that Brexit will cause fundamental
change to several aspects of the operation of FE
colleges and academies in the UK but unclear what
they will be or when they will take effect.
Citizens’ rights is one of the highest profile issues arising
from Brexit. Many employees holding citizenship of
European Union countries have been understandably
concerned that, as a result of the vote to leave the EU,
their right to live and work in the UK may be substantially
limited. This is clearly an important issue for education
institutions with the recent AoC College Workforce Survey
2016, published in March 2017, reporting that only 12%
of the 140 colleges responding to the survey had no EU
citizens working for them with 5% of colleges saying that
more 20% of their staff were EU citizens. The average
number of EU staff per college amounted to 23 and rather
worryingly 17% of the colleges did not know how many
EU staff they employed.
Media commentary on the subject can be more of a
hindrance than a help as fact, speculation and opinion
merges into noise for many of those most impacted by
the changes. However, as a result of recent negotiations
between the UK Government and the EU, culminating in
the announcement on 8 December 2017 that sufficient
progress has been made in the first phase of Brexit
negotiations (including on citizens’ rights) to move to the
next stage, some clarity on the implications of Brexit on
the topic of citizens’ rights has been provided.
It is important to note, however, that any agreement
will not be binding until legislation has been passed.

In this regard the joint report issued by the EU and UK
Government negotiators on 8 December 2017 states
that the UK Government will bring forward a Bill, the
Withdrawal Agreement and Implementation Bill, which
will make express reference to the agreement reached
and will fully incorporate the citizens’ rights part into UK
law. Once this Bill has been adopted, the provisions of the
citizens’ rights part will have effect in primary legislation
and will prevail over inconsistent or incompatible
legislation, unless Parliament expressly repeals this Act
in future. The Withdrawal Agreement will also be binding
upon the institutions of the EU and on its Member States.
The joint report also states that it has been agreed by
the UK Government on the condition of an overall
agreement under Article 50 on the UK’s withdrawal, taking
into account the framework for the future relationship,
including an agreement as early as possible in 2018 on
transitional arrangements.

What has been going on?
The Government announced its proposals regarding the
immigration rights of European Union citizens living in
the UK in June 2017. The Government expects that the
position of nationals of Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein
and Switzerland, who currently enjoy the rights of free
movement despite not being in the EU, will be the
same as for EU nationals, although that will depend
on negotiations with those countries. Nevertheless for
the rest of this article we will the term “EU citizens“ to
encompass these nationals as well.
Under the proposals the Government suggested a period
of two years post-Brexit during which EU citizens (other
than Irish citizens who will not need to apply for the new
status) who have been resident in the UK for 5 years must
apply for “settled status”. Those who will not have been
resident for 5 years at the end of this 2 year period will
have to apply for “temporary residence” until they have
reached the 5 year threshold and can then apply for
settled status.
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The need for some applicants to hold comprehensive
sickness insurance, which is currently necessary
for permanent residence applications, will not be a
requirement of settled status. The whole process is
to be streamlined to make it as easy as possible for the
over 3 million EU citizens currently in the UK to make
the applications.
In July 2017 the Government commissioned the Migration
Advisory Commission (MAC) to advise it on the economic
and social impacts of the UK’s exit from the EU and how
the UK’s immigration system should be aligned with a
modern industrial strategy. The MAC’s call for evidence
closed on 27 October 2017.
The European Commission also published its own
proposals in June 2017. The Commission proposed that
EU citizenship rights should continue for UK citizens in
the EU, with no reference to a point at which these expire.
The enforcement of such rights and the importance of
EU law and the Court of Justice of the European Union in
determining this has been a key difference between the
Commission and the UK Government. The Commission
proposed that UK citizens acquiring a right of residence
in an EU state should be limited to exercising rights within
that country, not across all member states; while the UK
Government sought to obtain the latter.
A Government document was leaked to The Guardian
newspaper on 6 September 2017 which set out how
the immigration system may change as a consequence
of Brexit. This stated that the initial focus is to be on
making sure those who arrived before the cut-off date
can apply for settled status. Law which gives effect to
EU free movement provisions will be repealed in the
second phase and replaced with an Immigration Bill,
which will subject EU citizens to immigration control.
Several options in the future system are supposedly under
consideration regarding permission to work which might
include requiring EU citizens to have job offers in advance,
restrictions on specific occupations, ending the option
of settlement and bringing dependants and a cap on the
number of low-skilled workers admitted.
On 7 November 2017 the Government published a little
more detail on its thinking in the document “technical
note: citizens’ rights – administrative procedures in the
UK”. This confirmed that for those EU citizens who are
lawfully resident in the UK before a specified date (likely
to be the date the UK leaves the EU) there will be a period
of “around two years” after exit to make an application
for settled status. The Government says it is designing
a streamlined, user-friendly, digital application process
which will draw on existing data (eg employment records
held by HMRC) to verify residence as a worker. The fee
for applying for settled status will not exceed the cost of a
British passport (currently £72.50).

The document also states that for those who have a valid
permanent residence document there will be a simplified
process to exchange this for as settled status document,
subject to ID verification and submission of a photograph,
a security check and confirmation of ongoing residence.
There will also be a reduced fee for these individuals.
Then on 8 December 2017, the negotiators of the EU
and the UK Government issued a joint report stating that
both parties had reached agreement in principle on the
three areas under consideration in the first phase of the
negotiations, including that of protecting the rights of EU
citizens in the UK and UK citizens in the EU.
For EU citizens who work, or want to work, in the UK the
key aspects of this agreement, as summarised by the UK
Government, are very similar to the previous proposals it
has made and are as follows:
–– EU citizens who arrive in the UK by 29 March 2019
and have been continuously and lawfully living in the
UK for 5 years by that date will be able to apply to stay
indefinitely by obtaining settled status
–– EU citizens who arrive in the UK by 29 March 2019, but
will not have been lawfully living in the UK for 5 years
when the UK leaves the EU, will be able to apply to stay
until they have reached the 5-year threshold. They can
then also apply for settled status
–– family members who are living with, or join, EU citizens
in the UK by 29 March 2019 will also be able to apply
for settled status after 5 years in the UK
–– close family members (spouses, civil partners
and unmarried partners, dependent children
and grandchildren, and dependent parents and
grandparents) will be able to join EU citizens after exit,
where the relationship existed on 29 March 2019 and
continues to exist when they wish to come to the UK
–– EU citizens who arrive after 29 March 2019 can work
for a period of time – likely to be around 2 years from
exit date. The immigrations rules relating to these
individuals, once the 2 year period has elapsed, have
yet to be determined
As far as UK citizens working in the EU are concerned,
the joint report states that the overall objective of the
Withdrawal Agreement, with respect to citizens’ rights, is
to provide reciprocal protection for EU and UK citizens, to
enable the effective exercise of rights derived from EU law
and based on past life choices, where those citizens have
exercised free movement rights by the specified date. In
its updated guidance the Government has stated that UK
nationals, as well as their family members covered by the
agreement reached on 8 December 2017, who are lawfully
residing in an EU27 Member State by 29 March 2019, will
be able to continue to reside in that Member State.
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What can colleges and academies do now?
Whilst some clarity has now emerged it still seems likely
that there will be a restriction on free movement to the
UK by European Union citizens following the UK’s exit.
There are several practical steps which HR teams can take
in order to deal with the current position:
Establishing which employees are EU citizens. Our
experience to date is that this has not proved to be as
straightforward as it seems to be. The AoC workforce
survey seems to back this up. The citizenship of
employees is often not captured on HR systems
as reportable information; since they have held an
unrestricted right to work in the UK for many years, there
simply has been no need for that before. HR teams should
ensure they know whom their EU citizen employees are.
Assess how the college/academy may operate within new
immigration restrictions. Any restriction on the right to
employ the best available staff may be regrettable for a
college/academy, but some areas of operation are likely
to be impacted by this more than others. By reviewing
the occupations and departments in which EU staff are
employed, it should be possible to identify any businesscritical roles or hard-to-recruit areas. We would suggest
there should be some consideration at this stage of a
contingency plan should these staff decide to leave the
UK as a consequence of Brexit.
Consider the support employees need to enable them
to stay. The Eversheds Sutherland immigration team
has conducted meetings within education institutions
since last years’ referendum and note that EU citizens
are genuinely worried as to their future prospects of
remaining in the UK. Whilst some comfort may now have
been provided, being proactive in explaining or supporting
applications for permanent UK residence could help to
dispel misconceptions of this process. It is notable that
around 30% of applications for confirmation of the right
to permanent residence are refused. We would suggest
colleges/academies consider whether to offer guidance
or access to external advice on residency and citizenship.
Plan messaging to employees about the implications of
Brexit. This issue has an extremely high media profile,
with new commentary on immigration and Brexit every
day. Have you recently communicated messages of
reassurance to employees? Ensuring they can access
further information and voice their concerns is an
important way institutions can show their support.
Considering whether to make resources available, such as
a Frequently Asked Questions list and ongoing advice.

Future challenges for colleges/academies
Whilst the position for EU citizens who want to come to
work in the UK after 29 March 2019 remains unclear, we
can anticipate the likelihood of future restriction on free
movement and apply principles relating to immigration
compliance risk to this. Several potential challenges can
be anticipated.
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How will colleges/academies handle “hard cases” arising
from the new rules in a fair and non-discriminatory
manner? There is some risk that employees arriving after
29 March 2019 may ultimately lose their right to work
in the UK at some point after Brexit. The concept of an
employee holding permission to work in the UK, but
subsequently losing it, is relatively uncommon and it will
be necessary for the institution to determine carefully
what is to happen regarding the future employment of the
relevant individual.
What will be the provisions regarding “right to work”
checks for EU citizen employees after the UK leaves the
EU in 2019? There is a precedent in the UK of a similar
registration programmes to settled status, the Worker
Registration Scheme which existed between 2004 and
2011. Many applicants did not register or suffered delays
or mistakes by UK Visas and Immigration in processing
the applications. Should this happen again, HR teams will
have difficult decisions as to whether individuals have the
right to work in the UK or not. The risk and quantum of a
penalty are now significantly greater to employers for noncompliance with right to work provisions than they were in
2011. Early clarification within the relevant guidance as to
precisely what an employer is expected to do when staff
do not hold a settled status document will be needed.
Finally, how will colleges/academies continue to compete
in the “war for talent” with institutions in the EU and
further afield when seeking to attract or retain EU staff?
If the perception of the immigration policies of a country
is at least as important as the reality, as we have found,
it may prove more difficult than previously to persuade
highly-regarded academic staff to relocate to or stay in
the UK if the country itself is perceived as insular.
Monitoring the progress of further developments on
citizens’ rights is of course important, but there may be a
need to address immigration risk issues before this is clear.
We would suggest considering the four actions above is
likely to be a practical way to colleges/academies to be
ready for the eventual outcome. Like the weather, we may
not be able to change the outcome of Brexit, but can at
least be prepared for its effects!

For more information please contact:
Simon Kenny
Principal Associate
T: +44 161 831 8226
simonkenny@eversheds-sutherland.com

David O’Hara
Principal Associate
T: +44 161 831 8541
davido’hara@eversheds-sutherland.com
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DBS checks for
academy and
college governors

I

n this article, we consider the legal framework
relating to the completion of Disclosure and
Barring Service (‘DBS’) checks on governors of
academies and colleges and seek to dispel any
fears that institutions may have in this area.

Statutory safeguarding obligations and
government guidance
The legal duties on academies and colleges to safeguard
and promote the welfare of children derive from a variety of
sources, including the Education Act 2002, the Education
(Independent School Standards) (England) Regulations
2010, the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, the
terms of academies’ articles of association and funding
agreements and the Department for Education’s ‘keeping
children safe in education’ document. When considering
their safeguarding obligations, academies should also
be particularly mindful of any specific provisions built
into their constitutional documents, including their
articles of association and funding agreements, regarding
safeguarding and checks on governors.
The DfE guidance is statutory guidance and academies
and colleges must have regard to it when carrying out
their duties to safeguard and promote the welfare of
children. The guidance includes specific provisions
around safer recruitment and the types of checks which
should be completed in the context of academy and
college governors.

When should academies and colleges complete
DBS checks for governors?
Whilst governors of maintained schools are legally
required to have an enhanced DBS check, the position
differs and is more complex for governors of academies
and colleges.
For academies and colleges (including sixth form and
further education colleges) the principles applicable
to safeguarding checks on volunteers should be
applied when determining whether or not a DBS check
should be completed, and the level of any such check.
Those principles involve considering whether or not

the particular governor will be engaged in ‘regulated
activity’, a concept which derives from the Safeguarding
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006.
This is important as, where a governor will be engaged
in ‘regulated activity’, an enhanced DBS check, including
a check of the lists of individuals barred from working
with children and vulnerable adults, must be completed.
A DBS check is not legally required where a governor of
an academy or college will not be engaged in regulated
activity (subject to any particular provisions built into an
academy’s articles or funding agreement). In this situation,
whilst an enhanced DBS check with a check of the barred
lists will not be possible and should not be attempted,
institutions may still be able to complete an enhanced
DBS check without a barred list check.
The definition of ‘regulated activity’ is complex and should
be consulted on a case by case basis when making
individual governor appointments. It includes, in summary:
–– certain activity such as teaching, training, instruction,
care and supervision of children (meaning individuals
under 18), where the activity is carried out ‘frequently’
(which means once a week or more) or on more than
three days in a 30-day period, or overnight; and/or
–– activity carried out in an educational institution which
is “exclusively or mainly for the provision of fulltime education to children” (clearly this will include
academies and sixth form colleges, and some further
education colleges), where the activity:
–– is carried out ‘frequently’ (which again means once
a week or more) or on more than three days in a
30-day period, or overnight; and
–– gives the person the opportunity to have contact
with children
Importantly, where the activity of the governor will
be supervised (i.e. carried out under the reasonable
supervision of another person who is engaged in
‘regulated activity’), then it will fall outside the definition of
‘regulated activity’.
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For those governors who will not be engaged in ‘regulated
activity’, the DfE’s guidance suggests that institutions
may (but are not legally obliged to do so) obtain an
enhanced DBS certificate without barred list information.
The DfE recommends that institutions should “undertake
a risk assessment and use professional judgement and
experience” when deciding whether to complete such a
check and suggests that, in doing so, they should consider:
–– the nature of the work with children
–– what the institution knows about the governor,
including formal or informal information offered by
staff, parents and other volunteers
–– whether the governor has other employment or
undertakes voluntary activities where referees can
advise on suitability
–– whether the role is eligible for an enhanced DBS check
In our experience, the ability of institutions to complete an
enhanced DBS check in circumstances where the role in
question falls outside the definition of ‘regulated activity’
can, in practice, be more limited than the DfE’s guidance
might suggest, with the Disclosure and Barring Service
sometimes insisting that the ‘regulated activity’ test be
applied when determining whether or not an enhanced
DBS check can be completed. Where institutions are
unable to obtain an enhanced DBS check, but having
completed a risk assessment wish to complete a criminal
records check on a prospective governor, they may
consider applying alternatively for a standard DBS check
(whilst these do, like enhanced DBS checks, include
details of any spent convictions, they do not include
details of relevant information from the police database).

How often should DBS checks be renewed?
There is a no specific legal obligation to conduct rechecks on governors in relation to whom DBS checks
have previously been completed. However, some
institutions do complete fresh checks on a periodic basis
(every three/five years, for example) to support them in
discharging their more general safeguarding duties.
One potentially attractive option (which also facilitates the
portability of DBS checks between organisations – see
further below) is to use the DBS update service, which
enables future status checks to be carried out to confirm
that no new information has been added to the DBS
certificate since its issue.

How about trustees of Academy and Multi
Academy Trusts (‘MATs’)?
An enhanced DBS check must be completed in relation to
the trustees (or directors) of an academy or MAT. Where
the trustees will be engaged in ‘regulated activity’, a check
of the barred lists must also be completed.
The requirement for an enhanced DBS check is disapplied
if the academy is converting from a maintained school
and the person has already been subject to a check
carried out by the local authority.

Is it sufficient that a governor (or trustee of an
academy) has an enhanced DBS check in respect
of an alternative role?
Where required, institutions should ensure that an
appropriate DBS check is completed in relation to an
individual’s particular role as a governor or trustee and the
fact that they may have been checked in relation to an
alternative role (in connection with their employment, for
example) should not alter that position.
As explained above, the DBS update service allows for
portability of checks across different employers and
organisations and academies and colleges may wish to
consider using this service.

What are the potential consequences of failing to
meet the legal requirements?
In addition to the risk posed to the proper safeguarding
of learners, failing to complete an appropriate DBS check,
where there is a legal obligation to do so, has potentially
very serious consequences.
For example, it is a criminal offence for academies and
colleges to knowingly engage in ‘regulated activity’ an
individual who is barred from working with children
or vulnerable adults (with penalties of up to five years
imprisonment and/or a fine).
The appropriateness of an institution’s arrangements
for safeguarding (including whether proper DBS checks
have been completed) is also, of course, a matter
which will be considered by Ofsted when inspecting an
institution’s provision.
In addition, failing to comply with a requirement set out in
an academy’s funding agreement or articles of association
may lead to action by the Secretary of State and regulatory
action for failing to discharge obligations as a charity.
This is an important and complex area and institutions
should consider seeking legal advice if they are in any
doubt about their obligations.

For more information please contact:
Matthew Kelly
Partner
T: +44 1223 443 865
matthewkelly@eversheds-sutherland.com

David Horan
Senior Associate
T: +44 161 831 8281
davidhoran@eversheds-sutherland.com

Trish D’Souza
Senior Associate
T: +44 29 2047 7354
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Eversheds Sutherland
support and offices

E

versheds Sutherland has unrivalled experience in the education sector
for the provision of legal advice both within the UK and internationally.
Details of our offices are set out below but if you do have any questions
arising from this issue of InStep, or you would like to talk to us to explore
how we can help you with your requirements, please do contact me.

Diane Gilhooley
Partner, Head of Eversheds Sutherland’s UK
and International Education Practice
T: +44 161 831 8151
dianegilhooley@eversheds-sutherland.com
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